Executive Board members for the 2018-2019 term were as follows:

Jennifer Wondracek, President; Corrine Latham, Vice President/President Elect; Demi Salinas and Hilary VanSickle, Second Vice Presidents/Newsletter Editors; Stewart Caton, Secretary; Amanda Burton, succeeded by Edward Hart, Treasurer; Lee Bernstein, Past President

DALL hosted and co-hosted 9 major events this year. Topics ranged from the GDPR to a Summer Associate Round Table. Some of our highlights include: starting off the season with a day at the ball park for a Rangers game; launching our first joint Cool Tools session with ILTA; enjoying fantastic views from the Tower Club at our holiday party; and hosting our fantastic Spring Institute: Technology in Practice, where we featured topics such as Artificial Intelligence, eDiscovery, and Virtual Reality.

The DALL/HALL/SWALL/UNT joint reception during the AALL Annual Meeting was a smashing success. We had 61 registrants for the reception, which was held at Convivial in Washington, D.C. Sponsors Bloomberg Law and Wolters Kluwer helped ensure plenty of food and beverages were available, while everyone chatted away.

DALL awarded a grant for one member, Malikah Hall, to attend the AALL annual meeting.

DALL also submitted a resolution to the Texas Legislature in support of the adoption of the Uniform Electronic Legal Material Act in the State of Texas in March 2019. Through the tireless efforts led by Barbara Bintliff, HB 402: Relating to the adoption of the Uniform Electronic Legal Materials Act was adopted by the legislature and signed by Governor Abbott on May 24, 2019. The law became effective on the first of September, 2019.

DALL thanks all of our sponsors, without whom we would not be able to host so many great educational and social events. This year’s sponsors include, in alphabetical order: Bloomberg Law, Fastcase, LexisNexis, SDL, SMU Dedman School of Law, Thomson Reuters, TLO, UNT Dallas College of Law, and Wolters Kluwer. We also thank our event hosts: Haynes and Boone, LLP, Meadows Collier, Norton Rose Fulbright, SMU Dedman School of Law, UNT Dallas College of Law, and Winstead PC.